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The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) raked in a record $4.9 trillion in taxes from Americans in the last fiscal year, due in large part to
automated collections processes and aggressive audits that saw taxpayers hit with billions in additional taxes after examination.

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) building in Washington on June 28, 2023.
(Madalina Vasiliu/The Epoch Times)

The Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration (TIGTA), the watchdog that oversees the IRS, revealed in a Dec. 20 report on tax compliance
activities that the agency collected a record-breaking amount of money in fiscal year 2022 from American taxpayers.

The $4.9 trillion the tax agency raked in last year was around $790 billion more than the prior year, thanks in large measure to a significant increase
in enforcement revenue.

The IRS collected $72 billion in revenue from its enforcement activities in FY 2022, not far below the record-setting $75 billion in FY 2021 but
well above the historical average of around $59 billion (from 2013-2020).

All those dollars rolling in from enforcement activities are likely to rise going forward, given that the IRS announced over the summer that, thanks to
a new funding boost, it was launching a “sweeping, historic” tax enforcement initiative using artificial intelligence (AI) and other cutting edge
technologies to crack down more effectively on non-compliant taxpayers.

But while AI and other advanced computer algorithms have yet to be deployed at the IRS on a large scale as the agency continues to modernize
its systems, automation has already bolstered the agency’s ability to stuff the government’s coffers—even as the overall number of examinations
declined, as did the number of enforcement agents.

“The revenue collection was driven substantially by automated collection processes,” the TIGTA report states. Roughly 74 percent of the IRS’
enforcement revenue was collected within the agency’s Collection notice stream and the Automated Collection System (ACS).

While the IRS is poised to continue increasing its reliance on automated systems to squeeze more tax dollars from taxpayers, it’s also
looking to hire another 3,700 tax enforcers as it spends an extra $46 billion of the recent $80 billion (later reduced to $60 billion via debt ceiling
negotiations) funding boost on enforcement.

Another important factor why the IRS managed to take in a record amount of tax revenue last year was hitting taxpayers with aggressive additional
tax assessments after examinations.

Even More Taxes
The watchdog report shows that, after audits, the IRS levied an additional $30.2 billion in taxes on Americans last year, roughly 13 percent more
than in 2021 and a whopping 75 percent more than in 2019.

When the IRS completes an examination, it can either leave the tax assessment “as is” or it can propose an adjustment (up or down) that increases
or reduces the amount of tax owed.

“The general trend of proposed additional tax from FY 2019 to FY 2022 is over a 75 percent increase in the total proposed additional tax resulting
from examinations, and the most significant increase (136 percent) was from correspondence examinations,” the watchdog said.

Over the past four years, the IRS’ examinations function proposed nearly $90 billion in additional taxes on U.S. taxpayers.

The watchdog said that the record tax collections were driven by individual income taxes, which increased by 47 percent since 2019, an increase
of roughly $1 trillion.

More Audits of Those Earning Under $400,000?
The question of whether the IRS will use some of the $60 billion or so funding boost to increase tax enforcement of people making less than
$400,000 has been a contentious issue.

IRS and Treasury Department officials have pledged not to increase audit rates for this group of Americans, while Republicans and others have
argued that this pledge is either false or wishful thinking.

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has directed the IRS not to raise audit rates above historical levels for this group of taxpayers, while IRS
Commissioner Danny Werfel has repeatedly made the same pledge.

But the IRS watchdog recently cast doubt on this promise, warning that Americans making less than $400,000 could inadvertently get caught in an
enforcement dragnet because the IRS doesn’t clearly define “high-income” and its enforcers use an outdated $200,000 high-income threshold as
their default.

During recent testimony on Capitol Hill, Mr. Werfel appeared to acknowledge the possibility that audit rates could rise for Americans making
less than $400,000 per year.

During an Oct. 24 hearing, Rep. Virginia Foxx (R-N.C.) pressed the IRS chief to explicitly guarantee that the IRS wouldn’t raise audits on Americans
making less than $400,000.

“You are guaranteeing that you will not increase the number of audits of people making less than $400,000 a year?” Ms. Foxx asked.

“That is my marching order to the IRS,” Mr. Werfel replied before adding that “if we fall short of that, I will be held accountable for it,” hinting that,
even with the best of intentions, there’s a chance that the IRS might fail to make good on this promise, much like the watchdog has warned.

“But we will publish those rates,” Mr. Werfel added, referring to tax audit rates for Americans earning less than $400,000, suggesting that time
will tell how closely the agency’s growing army of tax enforcers will follow his orders.

“A little while ago, you said you had control of the IRS,” Ms. Foxx said. “So we’ll come back to you with that,” she added, suggesting that
Republicans intend to hold Mr. Werfel’s feet to the fire if the $400,000 tax audit pledge is broken.
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86 3 Reply

1 week ago

The Romans did the same towards the end. If your neighbour died owing tax, you had to pay it for him.  By the time the Vandals
arrived, nobody would fight for Rome.

doctorstrangelove





38 2 Reply

1 week ago

Which is why they're letting in 20k a day, at least a few percent will take the offer to join up.
BGen. Jack Ripper





9 1 Reply

1 week ago

I want to now see that for every $ collected that we REDUCE SAID CONgress budget be reduced by same - and if they
don't then those grifted by IRS get their $$ back

backstabber





48 Reply

1 week ago

The government is a criminal enterprise of such magnitude, it is beyond the comprehension of the common man. 
People can't wrap their heads around trillions in theft every year.  That's how they get away with doing it in broad
daylight.

Misesmissesme2





23 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

It's not just about the theft . . just keep in mind: The same goverment invites millions of illegal criminals to work
taxfree while hunting down at least somewhat honest real citizens AND gives hard earned stolen cash . . to the new
arrivals. 

 

Same here in germany . . wordwide amongst the highest taxes . .  government hunting down every granny that sold
a hand painted plant pot -- while drug cartels drive their laborginis through the city while cashing welfare cash . .
because officially "out of work"

Q_U_A_N_T_U_M





1

1 week ago

Thanks to Merkel, the drug cartels are driving their laborigines into Germany as well.
Zeroscum





1

1 week ago (Edited)

Taxes are bad and Western governments are doing nothing about the invaders, but this article heading is a LIE -
the IRS's enforcement is still just a scare tactic:

"The $4.9 trillion the tax agency raked in last year was around $790 billion more than the prior year, thanks in
large measure to a significant increase in enforcement revenue.

The IRS collected $72 billion in revenue from its enforcement activities in FY 2022, not far below the record-
setting $75 billion in FY 2021 but well above the historical average of around $59 billion (from 2013-2020)."

The IRS collected -$3B from enforcement from the year before. $3B LESS MONEY from enforcement. Those
84k extra IRS agents weren't even hired until this year.

saintnick





7 Reply

1 week ago

I got to the top using other people's money and then I became a politician. There I spent trillions of other people's
money and paid homage to the counterfeitors from another tribe. 

Name your politicians of choice.

Sergio1





1 week ago

all fn p0liticians must fn hang
creviceCaress





1 1

1 week ago

Hey Joe, how much tax did you pay on your 10%?
Peter Pan





Reply

1 week ago

I feel like a sheep in a pen being continuously rounded up by a herding dog to be shorn and reshorn.
MyOpinion141





8 Reply

1 week ago

Enlisted invaders are not being used to fill slots, but to fill slots that will fire on civilians,
TheRoadtoSmurfdom





3 Reply

1 week ago

0% will. The tax subsidy is what makes being a gimmiegrant great.

No, they're trying to replace you and I so they can reset the country. They'll tax the hell out of them after the Great
Replacement is complete and the cuckservatives are erased.

saintnick





24 1 Reply

1 week ago

Once everything is nationalized, you own nothing, so there's nothing to fight for.  Those Romans who could tried to build
self-sufficient enclaves all over the empire - and thats how we got lords with fortified impregnable castles supported by a
vast army of optionless peasants who, as an act of improvement over imperial Rome, only paid 10% (the famous tithe) of
their crop yield to the lord.

Be a lord or hitch yourself to one or better yet, be part of an emerging community that some day can become what Venice
was or what Asimov imagined the second foundation to be.

songofstaying





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

correct.
flykiller
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1 week ago

fjb and his fascist regime
backstabber





19 Reply

1 week ago

Yes, fuck slow joe.  But this didn't start with him.  This shit is as old as the first government. 
Misesmissesme2





2 1

1 week ago

Didn't they offer free land to anyone who would fight Britain, and then sold the land to Jewish speculators.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haym_Salomon#:~:text=Haym%20Salomon%20(also%20Solomon%3B%20angliciz
ed,during%20the%20American%20Revolutionary%20War

doctorstrangelove





17

PREMIUM 1 week ago

 You could get land and Roman citizenship if you cracked some skulls for the Roman army. That attracted a lot of
foreigners.

But later the property turned out a liability as taxes exceeded yield of the land. If you fled your property, the
Roman army brought you back. Instead of your property belonging to you, you belonged to your property.
Serfdom was born.

pcrs





10 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Almost every mortgage is federally backed,

In a big (FED triggered) financial crisis, US government ends up owning most of 84M homes securing $12T in cumulative
debt.
The politicians - paid by BlackRock and Vanguard will sell those homes to these corporations at a dime on the dollar. 

You will own nothing and you'll be happy.

ConanTheLibertarian
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1 week ago

No, people will kill motherfkers and be happy
rsnoble





1 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Call of Duty doesn't count.

Postal





Reply

1 week ago

You might want to watch THE GREAT TAKING. Its worse than what you put forth here. Got a mortgage? Who actually
holds legal title. The bank? Nope. 

F em all but 6





30 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Are American's just going to keep lubing up and bending over?

The Taxation Rates are far beyond what they were in the "Serf" or "Feudal" societies.

They paid no more than 15-25%! It was usually more like 10%.

Normalcy Bias





7 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Yes, but back then the peasant leaders could plot against the lords.  Today anyone with demonstrated leadership abilities
is assassinated.

Putin.Did.It





1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

For those who are not quite ready to don a suicide vest and conga line into an IRS office, there is a very easy, very
legal and very effective way to FCUK WITH THEM.

Buy a couple of Dan Pilla's books on how to meet audit demands. These are correspondance audits that are just
shaking the tree to see what nuts will fold on the first wave. The vast majority of IRS accounting errors are made in
favor of...wait for it...the IRS. YOU have to stop the parade, they aren't going to do it for you.

When they send the demand, using the info you can find in books like Taxpayer Self-Defence, you simply say, "No,
thanks, let's see what Appeals says about it." You have now begun to gum up the system and are not voluntarily lubing
up.

With a little study, you will also learn that many of the processess the IRS engages in are against their own regulations
and admin rules. If you don't use the tools that are available to derail that shyte, of course they get away with it.

God bless those on the barricades, those who are fukcing with their data, those doing whatever they can to slow it up.
If everyone just did what was IN THE LAW AS WRITTEN, even though the law itself is corrupted, it would collapse in a
fortnight. They tried the same ploy in the Soviet gulag system and it worked. We can't do it here?

The system is built to work with the Lube Factor figured in. Don't cooperate and you will do your bit to crash this
motherfukcer once and for all...and not have an IRS SWAT team outside your window to worry about.

Sane Like Me





8 1 Reply

1 week ago

10 to the lord and 10 to the Lord (Church).
Misesmissesme2





7 Reply

1 week ago

That's still far better than how it is today.
Normalcy Bias





3 Reply

1 week ago

Fact
Misesmissesme2





9 Reply

1 week ago

We pay way more than the serfs. Living in Cali, if you make enough,  they can take 50 cents of every dollar, or more.
Lord JT





16 2 Reply

1 week ago

by the time the vandals arrived there weren't many romans left to fight for rome.  same as now - the average white american
is age 65.

flykiller





8 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

I came, I saw, I quit. 

lambda

nobody would fight for Rome





6 Reply

1 week ago

And you got a participation trophy!
Putin.Did.It





1 3 Reply

1 week ago

Bitcoiners can avoid millions in profits from the IRS using the safepal wallet.

IRS is a joke to the Bitcoiners.

Bitcoiners are keeping huge sums of taxes to make make even more money.

yogibear





4 Reply

1 week ago

Avoid the on/off ramps of the crypto exchanges.
TR3Bpilot19





1 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

There is NO law REQUIRING anyone to FILE federal income tax BUT, if you file, you've created a contract and MUST pay
them. State laws claim anyone REQUIRED to file federal income tax MUST file state taxes, but no one is REQUIRED to FILE
federal income tax so no one is REQUIRED to file state income tax.

No law either to fill out a W-4 for a new employer - without a W-4, which BINDS you to a contract to FILE income tax and
create federal DEDUCTIONS, which then BINDS you tp pay them, none need to be filed. Taxation is THEFT, just STOP.

There are many "failure to file fed income tax" legal citations (real law - 800+ yrs. of recorded jurisprudence - aka precedent)
where juries, when the judge FAILED to show them the law that people MUST file federal income tax, found the victim NOT
GUILTY *because it doesn't exist* - and where the JUDGE TURNS WHITE AND ABANDONS HIS MARTIME SHIP (the bench)
after verdict - it's a beautiful thing...

Please watch this video, whether in the UK or US. The whole thing is GOLD, imho.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ORT7XkZKjXsE/

Video time logs for title: "Are council tax debts now unenforceable?"
11.10 council tax fraud
11.35 council tax if we all did this
14.18 evil government cease fire
15.57 politics is lies
17.32 stamer liar traitor
18.18 US Speakers of the House (how many USA, Inc. bankruptcies and NEW USA, Inc. corps created have there
been? Just COUNT Speakers of the House....)
20.12 states child stealing
26.09 tax no need to pay
29.41 taxes
37.32 the law of money
39.08 the unchained life manual
41.47 the draft
44.22 carbon scam 1
45.29 carbon scam 2
48.00 alzheimers remedy
48.25 craving remedy
50.25 repeat for truth
50.47 willow tree aspirin
51.17 contact within 3 years (fake alien invasion, check the "I'm one of (((them))) handsign)

Keep watching to the end - it always has hilarious short memes

Squid Pro Quo





56 1 Reply

1 week ago

I feel like a guilty, immoral accomplice when I pay my federal taxes
JohnGaltsChild





56 1 Reply

1 week ago

You're a victim of tyranny, just like the rest of us.

 

secretargentman





21 Reply

1 week ago

participating victim.
flykiller





16 Reply

1 week ago

But, on the other hand, the government is very careful about how it spends our money.

No money given to other countries no matter how they spend it, no money spent on "foreign entanglements", only
domestic for defence military spending to protect our borders and homeland, no money spent on 600+ military bases
ex-USA (that would be laughable right), precious small amounts on money spent on welfare and only when needed.

Thankfully, most of the money is spent improving our country's infrastructure like the best train system, electrical
systems in the world, highways, dams, etc. Then I woke up from my American Dream cause as Carlin said - you needa
be asleep to believe in that line. 

Meyer Bauer





19 1 Reply

1 week ago

Refuse to be a victim, withdraw your consent.
manofthenorth





18 3 Reply

1 week ago

If they have your consent, you're not a victim. You're a collaborator. 
secretargentman





15 1 Reply

1 week ago

Exactly.

Not paying for the rope they intend to hang me with.

manofthenorth





7

1 week ago

will you pay for the rope they use to hang others?
flykiller





24 4

1 week ago

The IRS is not a U.S. Government agency. It is a Debt Collection Agency of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF).

Diversified Metal Products v. IRS, et. al., CV-93-405E-EJE, U.S.D.C.D.I., Public Law 94-564, Senate Report 94.
1148 pg.5967, Bankruptcy Reorganization Plan No. 26, Public Law 102-391.

B Free





8 1

1 week ago

If it is a private corporation, then explicitly refuse to consent. Send your tax form back with NO CONTRACT
scrawled across the page.

BunkerHunt





8 Reply

1 week ago

But if I'm funding their evil, that is giving my consent albeit at the barrel of their gun
JohnGaltsChild





1 week ago

Yes, it is.

"The only way to win is not to play."

merizobeach
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1 week ago

They have your consent via a signature on the SS application. 
F em all but 6





4 Reply

1 week ago

Easier said than done
cocoa2000





Reply

1 week ago

Remaining ethical in the face of an unethical oppressor requires effort.
merizobeach





5 Reply

1 week ago

That is what I do, haven't paid a penny to these dirtbags in over 5 years now. 
dontcare





14 3 Reply

1 week ago

At sone point a tax revolt will be in order. These people do not represent the will of the people. The Federal Government
has been bought by the highest bidder in the form of foreign interests mainly Israel. It is time to drive the money changers
from the temple.

Adirondack Hedgehog





4 Reply

1 week ago

They will show their teeth and push the consequences with as many examples to maintain as much compliance, as
long as possible is my guess. 

GiantLdaV





9 Reply

1 week ago

COVID-19 proved the sheep are sheep and no one is going to revolt in any kind of way. Great talk on here, but when
the IRS shows up, and you are by yourself, you are done.

RedBaron616





1 Reply

1 week ago

. Gov ?
Adirondack Hedgehog





1 Reply

1 week ago

My tax revolt started 25 years ago.  I'll forego the pension in exchange for also foregoing the blood on my hands that
comes with funding the government's evil and corruption.

merizobeach





7 2 Reply

1 week ago

Well, I guess most Americans are, since our "tax money" is being used to provide IsraHell with unlimited 2,000lb bombs that
they're dropping on populated areas.

Normalcy Bias





39 2 Reply

1 week ago

Fucking criminals.
fearless102





13 2 Reply

1 week ago

Like a "transgender" dude in a women's prison.
secretargentman





Reply

1 week ago

Better watch out:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qy0bcxwIh08&list=OLAK5uy_llk8dwU1m-LDeIit4D2LL4R0mt6X6oOpQ

naxa





35 Reply

1 week ago

"The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the millstones of taxation and inflation." - Vladimir Lenin
Hippocrartes





7 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Interesting.

Step #1 is complete.

SirBarksAlot





7 Reply

1 week ago

"Collecting more taxes than is absolutely necessary is legalized robbery!” - Calvin Coolidge
TR3Bpilot19





34 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

In 2015 we moved from an Alaskan bush village to a town in southeast Alaska due to a change in employers. Our CPA claimed
our unreimbursed moving expenses, which were USPS receipts. The only way to move from a remote village in the bush is ship
everything in totes via USPS. We were due a refund. The IRS denied us our refund, and demanded to see the receipts. We sent
them the receipts. Then they wanted an itemization of what was in each of the 27 totes, which we sent them. That was in 2016,
and despite numerous letters from us we have not heard a word. Refund was about $2,500, since we made way under 200k.

FJB, and FBO and FIRS.

Makeme





35 Reply

1 week ago

I received a letter from the IRS about 2 1/2 weeks ago claiming I owed them an additional $27,000 for tax year 2021 because I
sold some stocks. I had to send them fresh copies of the 1099's proving I did not make a profit. First time they've ever looked
that closely at my returns. The wife and I combined do not make anywhere near $400,000.

D.o.g.e.





34 Reply

1 week ago

Guily until proven innocent... it's the IRS way.
secretargentman





17 Reply

1 week ago

Im still waiting for the IRS to process my dead mothers last tax return from 2017 so I can settle her estate. Worthless IRS
cant find certain documents that I have sent them 3 times to process the tax refund. They were sent to 3 different
locations in the US to be processed. Now that they have the papers they keep sending letters stating they need 60 days
to review. This is 2023 5 years later. The IRS is typical of Federal Government bloat. It is inefficient  and unable to process
basic 1041 returns, yet they can payout billions to foreign scam artists.

Adirondack Hedgehog





36 1 Reply

1 week ago

IRS deducted $5K from a supposed $14K tax refund beginning of 2023. Supposed to send a letter to explain it.

No refund yet for the $9K that has devalued at least 10% and no letter explaining why they too $5K.

And we do not make $200K a year.

So it is all fucking lies.

GreatUncle





20 Reply

1 week ago

That's  the ZeroHedge participation tax penalty
JohnGaltsChild





10 Reply

1 week ago

Let's see

Oh, your score is over the 135000 threshold 

That's a whole new bracket

JohnGaltsChild





1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

o.
Retired Guy





13 Reply

1 week ago

(nod)  ramping up.  the goal is not necessarily to fund the government - they can always print - but to defund US.  soon it
won't matter what documentation you have.

flykiller





1 week ago

Bingo.

They want us to have nothing and be happy.

But they'll be happy when we have nothing. 

NoDolos



2 Reply

But they'll be happy when we have nothing. 

Taxes, fiat, and inflation are the three headed Hydra designed to reduce you to penury.

Wake up.





9 Reply

1 week ago

won't count as an audit, that's the scam

no audit, just automated letters demanding payment

sunnyhaze





9 1 Reply

1 week ago

And the worst part of this is you now have to pay an accountant and prove you are correct.  All the burden is on you.   I had
the same thing happen, they denied my requests and charged me a gross underpayment penalty; and interest.  The whole
thing cost me like $50k on $25k of income, which was correctly stated.  They refused to acknowledge it.  Tax lawyers, and
accountancy’s couldn’t get them to budge. For me it wasn’t stock, but an expense they didn’t understand, denied and called
income 

HardMoney





8 Reply

1 week ago

That's the letter that keeps me awake at 3:00am. I quit trading complex options after my broker continually inaccurately
reported my trades to the IRS. I wince at the possibility of having to prove my correct calculations to an inept purple haired
libtard auditor. I'll be sure to wear my MAGA hat.

 

Johnny_Fing_Utah





33 Reply

1 week ago

"IRS Rakes In Record $4.9 Trillion In Taxes From Americans Amid Enforcement Crackdown"

And still posting consecutive record deficits from the Treasury.

Getting closer to the mathematically inevitable end of this fraud.

manofthenorth





8 Reply

1 week ago

They'll try to put it on us before it finally collapses
caiman9176





33 Reply

1 week ago

"rake in $4.9 trillion in taxes"

have to print up at least that much to make this year's budget.

flykiller





24 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Don't worry, they have plans to take far more.

Terms of Cervix





25 1 Reply

1 week ago

The shares you think you own aren't yours at all, even in your retirement fund an intermediary owns them, you are just
entitled to the benefits. Once the shit goes down you are just an unsecured creditor just like your bank account.

INANEnINSANE





22 2 Reply

1 week ago

Spoke just today with a buddy who has @500k in a 457b account. He told me that he’s not worried “cuz the market
goes down, the market goes up” and he can just let it ride. 
Nothing to really say back at this point. I simply smile and nod. 

fudge punch





16 1 Reply

1 week ago

I know, I've tried telling people they don't own the money in their bank accounts. They just picture you wearing a
tinfoil hat.

INANEnINSANE





11 1

1 week ago

(nod)  thank you for the attempt.

soon they'll be taxing payments that pass through a bank.

flykiller





3

1 week ago

Do they understand inflation?

 

JamesBond





3

1 week ago

James, not only do they understand inflation... They're counting on it.
Misesmissesme2





3 Reply

1 week ago

I had to look up what a 457B was

 

Just another way we get screwed compared to government parasites

Mattacks

The 457 plan is a type of nonqualified,[1][2] tax advantaged deferred-compensation
retirement plan that is available for governmental and certain nongovernmental employers in
the United States. 

The key difference is that unlike with a 401(k) plan, it has no 10% penalty for withdrawal
before the age of 55





22 Reply

1 week ago

Weird how governments can borrow printed money from insolvent banks and still tax their citizens to pay interest on a tiny
fraction of the debt they helped to create. It's almost as if they are slave owners and slaves to greed.

Kanzen Saimin





9 Reply

1 week ago

end stage financial collapse, followed by economic collapse.
flykiller





26 2 Reply

1 week ago

This is more lies. They are making senior citizens pay back the stimulus money. They also just hit me with a false claim saying I
owe Obama care from 2012 and hit me with a tax bill of $50,000

These people are lying fucking snakes.

I have VA health care that information is sent from the VA to the motherfucksters IRS.

They said we will look into it. Dam lawyers want a $10,000 retainer fee to fight the cocksucker but it's all a scam folks all a scam.

The IRS will be forced to give me the money back but you know the game in 10 years.

 

 

Bradley1234





11 Reply

1 week ago

Whoa. Sorry man. That sucks.
Totin





5 Reply

1 week ago

You may be getting scammed by someone. Other than the IRS. 
Lightening





23 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

The biggest load related to this is that the government, and their endless resources can audit you with zero consequences.  You
are essentially guilty until you can prove you are innocent.  100% of the costs, and time is on you to demonstrate you are correct
in their claims. And even when you are correct they can disagree, and make you pay anyway.  
 

The IRS should be required to give you a significant credit if they audit you, or a section of your return and it ends up being
correct.  Otherwise, they have zero reason to not just go after eve

HardMoney





5 1 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Always overpay your taxes.  Leave one deduction out and note it in your records.  

I have been audited 3 times and the IRS owed me money each time.

SirBarksAlot





10 Reply

1 week ago

"always overpay"

barely getting by as it is.

flykiller





4 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

I get it.  But I always leave one deduction out.  At least one.  

Remember, you don't just pay on old taxes, they charge you interest and a penalty on top of the back taxes.

SirBarksAlot





11 Reply

1 week ago

I’m not sure I agree with this logic.  Overpaying,  and leaving money on the table as an insurance policy  doesn’t seem to
make sense to me.  The main issue remains the same.  They should face consequences for auditing, and getting it
wrong. 

HardMoney





22 2 Reply

1 week ago

They call this a service. 
Neel Cash & Carry





3 Reply

1 week ago

Servicing the national debt that never stops growing. 
Craterdonk





9 2 Reply

1 week ago

Servicing the tax slaves with no lube.
Neel Cash & Carry





22 1 Reply

1 week ago

Defund the IRS.
DoubleDumpTruck





24 1 Reply

1 week ago

Defund the Federal Government.

FIFY

artless





4 Reply

1 week ago

Enforce the Constitution.
RedBaron616





Reply

1 week ago

This year, the IRS received from me the same amount it received last year (and each of the previous 24 years before that--
and what it will receive every year henceforth) which is precisely zero.

merizobeach





21 Reply

1 week ago

I used to say that we should get people off of welfare roles and onto taxpayer roles, but not so much anymore.

If I believed our government was using the money for constructive things, I really wouldn't mind paying taxes, but as is, they use it
to oppress us and fund foreign (and soon domestic) wars that solve nothing but short term revenge grievances and create even
longer term ones.

Oldwood





21 Reply

1 week ago

The IRS just collects the taxes, it’s the idiot Congress and Prez whom allow our monies to be spent foolishly.  And corruptly, as in
buying votes. 

bobdog54





12 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

This is a reasonable point. There may be a silver lining, which is that ppl realize just how much taxation is authorized under
Congress. The IRS is theoretically just collecting what’s legally allowed. But in practice they also engage in political
intimidation. Just ask Matt Taibi. 

julius.winsome





2 Reply

1 week ago

Do they have guns?

 

JamesBond





3 Reply

1 week ago

Actually, yes.
Makeme





8 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

From 2022:

Spoiler. IRS got most of that funding. You don’t need ammunition if you’re not strapped. So, yeah, guns, agents,
ammo, political intimidation, and record collections. Nothing to see here.

julius.winsome

Rep. Michael Cloud, R-Texas, sent the letter with several of his colleagues to IRS
Commissioner Charles Rettig on Friday regarding the agency’s purchase of $700,000 worth of
ammunition as the agency is set to get billions of dollars in funding for tax enforcement.





20 Reply

1 week ago

IRS was founded same time as the central bank, to make sure investors (owners) of the central bank could shake down the
citizens and make them pay interest on money they created out of thin air.  What a fcuking scam, it was the beginning of the end
for the US.

Bitclown





15 Reply

1 week ago

Yup 1913.  I would bet 95% of our general population has zero clue what happened that year.
blackbolt





10 Reply

1 week ago

Read The Creature from Jekyll Island by J Eward Griffin for more insight.
Goldencrapshoot





6 Reply

1 week ago

Income Tax 1916.
Goldencrapshoot





4 Reply

1 week ago

There was only 1 Constitutionally applied income tax during the Civil War, all proceeding were struck down by the
Supreme Court until 1916.

Goldencrapshoot





1 Reply

1 week ago

Influenza epidemic that year killed 17 million in India.
paid_attention





19 Reply

1 week ago

How much did they collect from the Biden Crime Family
BinAnunnaki





11 Reply

1 week ago

Did Hunter's ho's, pimps and dealers declare their earnings? Did the Bribems declare their overseas earnings? Are bribes
taxable income?

Tom of the Woods





3 Reply

1 week ago

Bribes are treason according to Constitutional Law.

That same law says that treason punishment is death.

Form a posse.  The Bidens are not above the law.

paid_attention





2 Reply

1 week ago

10% 

🤔

?
ReichstagFireDept.





17 3 Reply

1 week ago

Somebody's gotta pay for two thousand lb zionist bombs.
BGen. Jack Ripper





14 Reply

1 week ago

Illegal immigrant invaders need more FREE FREE FREE FREE stuff.
TR3Bpilot19





12 1 Reply

1 week ago

Will illegals in the future be expected to pay taxes?
GreatUncle





8 Reply

1 week ago

A federal tax grace period of ten years to allow for assimilation culturally   ~

Or so their campaign promises say

JamesBond





12 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

I asked one mexican landscaper how much his fancy truck cost "cuantros dolares"? He said cinquenta, afforded
by welfare and paid in cash. Joke's on us.

BGen. Jack Ripper





16 Reply

1 week ago

They have to collect from <400k earners.
Higher than that - is CPA country. Professionals often know tax code better than Letitia at the IRS. And their job is to defend the
return. IRS knows there's a low probability of winning an audit and collecting taxes and penalties. Those below 400k are the IRS
meat and potatos.

ConanTheLibertarian





6 Reply

1 week ago

IRS employees are about the same IQ as someone at the DMV.  
JeepersCreepers





16 1 Reply

1 week ago

IRS and Wallstreet Banksters STEAL Trillions 
Bradley1234





4 Reply

1 week ago

And sadly we all put up with it. 
Craterdonk





16 Reply

1 week ago

These days you don't pay taxes - they just take money from you and expect you to try to get some of it back.
kellys_eye





2 Reply

1 week ago

Depends on your line of work.
secretargentman





1 week ago (Edited)

Which is why they hate small buiness.

Lots of smaller expenses, some now considered grey area.

Theta_Burn



10 Reply

Lots of smaller expenses, some now considered grey area.





7 2 Reply

1 week ago

Vote your incumbents out ~

 

JamesBond





4 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

But MY incumbent does a wonderful job, is as honest as the day is long and promised me a rose garden.

However, all those other slime ball incumbents gotta go. 

Cognitive Dissonance





1 Reply

1 week ago

It makes no difference. Plenty of those just like those you put out waiting to take their place to line their pockets.
RedBaron616





15 Reply

1 week ago

Yes, as through this world I've wandered

I've seen lots of funny men

Some will rob you with a six-gun

And some with a fountain pen

         - Woody Guthrie 

JohnGaltsChild





14 1 Reply

1 week ago

Sounds like most of us should just leave the country and come back through the border illegally so we can get our money back.
SausageWizard





13 Reply

1 week ago

While the amount may be correct, the problem is that you can't dispute it. They will ruin you over a thousand bucks. The IRS
is crooked and they answer to no one.

Indelible Scars





13 Reply

1 week ago

I paid them with a Zimbabwean $50 Trillion dollar bill. I'm still waiting for my change.
Hugh Mungus





14 5 Reply

1 week ago

For all you degenerate bitcoin gamblers out there on IRS form 1040 you have to check a box admitting that you own crypto!
Failure to do so is a felony.

Enjoy your anal probe hodlers!

🤣

Chairman Xi the Pooh





3 2 Reply

1 week ago

lol sad but true...
Dog Money





5 Reply

1 week ago

Well I am lucky because I have $17,000 in capital loss carry overs from it. I am good for years. 
Silver Savior





13 Reply

1 week ago

Yet all the tacos coming illegally through the southern border get jobs that pay cash and don't pay taxes but reap the benefits of
the system.   Not saying they're stupid but this system is unsustainable.  

Tuco_Salamanca





1 Reply

1 week ago

And we they do file returns they claim their whole family back where ever they came from and get massive payouts. 
Craterdonk





12 Reply

1 week ago

 

 

Folks must question how many times a very single dollar is taxed during its circulation lifespan in order to understand the logics &
mechanics of the Ponzi/Pyramid scheme..... 

BitchesBetterRecognize





12 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

The Kazharian money mafia is never happy with owning it all.

joego1





12 Reply

1 week ago

Zelensky is getting a 3rd Yacht for sure.
ReichstagFireDept.





2 Reply

1 week ago

Filled with a battalion of young Ukrainian girls. 
Craterdonk





2 Reply

1 week ago

You misspelled boys
King Kona





Reply

1 week ago

That too. 
Craterdonk





12 1 Reply

1 week ago

And the Biden crime family laughs in our faces 
Bill of Rights





12 1 Reply

1 week ago

Hunter?

Bidens?

Clintons?

Pelosi?

Crenshaw?

obamas?

 

2banana

in large part to automated collections processes and aggressive audits that saw taxpayers hit with billions
in additional taxes after examination.





3 Reply

1 week ago

Well, there are a few exclusions......
DependsOnJoe





11 1 Reply

1 week ago

All Taxation is Theft.
3wood





11 Reply

1 week ago

So they are spending an extra $46B to collect an extra $13B? Do I have that right? Only in government could this be seen as an
effective use of resources. 

30piecesofsilver





11 1 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

HAHA, Republicans intends to hold "feet to the fire" 

😂😂😂😂

.

   If you willingly serve this empire, you're either stupid, loves cucking or are one of them.

   The dying hegemon, can"t come quick enough. 

🙏🙏🙏

NorwegianPawn





2 Reply

1 week ago

Whose?
GreatUncle





1 3 Reply

1 week ago

You still light your farts, cupcake?
DependsOnJoe





11 Reply

1 week ago

The sheep are being slaughtered.  
coscal2





4 Reply

1 week ago

Nerds with guns looking for revenge. Hope you didn't bully one in school.
INANEnINSANE





7 1 Reply

1 week ago

The sheep spend their lives in fear of predators only to be repeatedly fleeced, slaughtered and eaten by the shepherd.
manofthenorth





1 Reply

1 week ago

I drove by a flock of sheep today and saw something I've never seen before - hundreds of small birds were landed on the
backs of the sheep and the sheep just let them be there. I'm pissed I didn't take a picture would be the perfect meme.

Johnny_Fing_Utah





3 Reply

1 week ago

Yup.

  Read the Great Taking or download the audio book.

  It explains how it makes it all legal.

 

Flamin Rhoid





4 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Yes a real eye opener. All true and most likey the end of this system and any to come for quite some time. They think they
can fix it with their CBDC. I think it will be just an unrecoverable  collapse. Don't let them steal your gold this time.

INANEnINSANE





10 Reply

1 week ago

“Hold her feet to the fire” what strong words? This is all stupid, we live the dumbest time in all of history,

insider trading  by our politicians, no accountability for lying, no accountability for stealing, no accountability for anything.

this shit show is going down in flames 

graverobber





10 Reply

1 week ago

I’m glad I pay taxes so Zelensky’s kvntmother-in-law can live in Eqypt millionaire condo land where they (Ukrainians) just killed the
Egyptian reporter who brought this to light.

Pigeon





10 Reply

1 week ago

Biden hates working class people 
BinAnunnaki





12 Reply

1 week ago

It's mutual.
WadeBaker





Reply

1 week ago

Imagine demonizing one head of the uniparty like it matters
jomama





10 Reply

1 week ago

Our government’s behavior is so predictable! 
It been repeated at least 1000 since humans formed governments! 

The wife and I celebrated our 10th anniversary in San Juan!  The history is amazing but the Spanish spent 400 years extracting
wealth from the new world, while simultaneously fighting off the English, Portuguese, Dutch and finally the Americans, who also
wanted these riches.

The amount of Gold, Silver, raw materials, humans and precious stones Spain gathered is incalculable, yet the Spanish empire
died. 

These facts of history seem to lost on our “leaderships”, who think it will be different this time. Said by every criminal before he
went to jail! 
 

Merry Christmas! 

 

tyberious





9 Reply

1 week ago

The gold Spain stole from the New World essentially allowed the Spanish government to operate as if they were printing
money, extracting wealth from the Spanish people and other Europeans.

Sucked for average Spaniards.

secretargentman





10 Reply

1 week ago

"the amount of gold silver raw materials humans and precious stones spain gathered is incalculable, yet the spanish empire
died"

because they spent it.  every last little bit, as soon as it arrived.

flykiller





10 1 Reply

1 week ago

Now add 84000 new agents.
MaF





4 Reply

1 week ago

newly hired illegals ....
flykiller





9 Reply

1 week ago

One of the few nice things about being broke is knowing that you're contributing very little to these scumbags and their malicious
agenda/s. 

Craterdonk





9 Reply

1 week ago

Order your IMF- Individual Master File, full and complete through a FOIA -Freedom of Information Act request, they are required
by law to give any information they keep on you personally.  Have someone decode it for you or decode it yourself  with the IRS
IMF decoding manual 6209. Be prepared to be pissed.

Goldencrapshoot





1 Reply

1 week ago

Send it certified return receipt as with any government entity.
Goldencrapshoot





1 Reply

1 week ago

government collects reparations from its slaves. 
 
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pia/2022-section9-notices-notice-codes.pdf

Tunga





2 Reply

1 week ago

The FOIA request will tell you in code form how their computer assesses the tax against you. You will the decode it to see
what occupation and jurisdiction it has assigned you. The office of the assessor was abolished in 1956.

Goldencrapshoot





9 2 Reply

1 week ago

Tim McVeigh was an American hero.
King of Pentacle5





1 Reply

1 week ago

He fit the bill 
Wodan 1785 USA





6 Reply

1 week ago

I know. He was just the patsy. But it’s the thought that counts.
King of Pentacle5





9 Reply

1 week ago

So 60B more in funding to collect 20B more in enforcement actions amid record deficits.

 

It can't be long now...

Bin Laden's Goat





9 Reply

1 week ago

And the other 700 billion is from inflation/cost of living raises
RC2





8 Reply

1 week ago

Someone's gotta pay for the 60+MILLION illegals squatting here and receiving free cash, incentives, and benefits........
Kforchrist





8 Reply

1 week ago

But not a single agent could find any wrong doing by the Biden’s 
You_Cant_Quit_Me





Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

We don’t get to aim that gun
Boy from Brazil





8 Reply

1 week ago

$4.9 trillion?! How much of it can we give to Ukraine, Israel, the MIC, and the 30 million illegals that are in the country?

 

AngryWolverine





7 Reply

1 week ago

All of it. But you already know that.
Quid Pro Joe





8 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Here’s me hoping the moron at the bar last year DEFENDING the addition of thousands of IRS agents got taken to the toolshed
Quid Pro Joe





8 Reply

1 week ago

We have to pay for the precious gift of ObamaCare.  
Freespeaker





1 Reply

1 week ago

and other entitlements……..
Big Sexy





1 week ago

Welfare Queens
SumTingWongJr





1 Reply



8 Reply

1 week ago

Only an idiot would believe inflation was down while his taxes are exploding higher
herbgerbert





8 Reply

1 week ago

Nothing puts a smile on their faces like starving children and seeing the homeless from the windows of their luxury vehicles. 
Craterdonk





8 Reply

1 week ago

We will own nothing and they'll redefine happy for us.
Goldencrapshoot





8 1 Reply

1 week ago

It costs the same to print a $20 as it does a $100.

Audit the Fed A55holes!

Goldencrapshoot





3 Reply

1 week ago

They don't want to do that because then everyone would see how much money they're stealing. 
Craterdonk





8 1 Reply

1 week ago

They print the money, why do the need ours.
ScanThisNews





9 Reply

1 week ago

They don't need it.  It's an exercise of power, control and the sheer joy they have of abusing us.
WorkingClassMan




8 Reply

1 week ago

The Reverse Robin Hood is doing a great job, keep it up, and the American Revolution 2 will come
KTN@ZH





9 3 Reply

1 week ago

As long as the internet is working and the Walmarts are open nobody is going to do anything 
grenadier70





2 Reply

1 week ago

The houthis will take care of it. 
Craterdonk





8 Reply

1 week ago

The IRS collected $72 billion in revenue from its enforcement activities in FY 2022

 

“The revenue collection was driven substantially by automated collection processes,” the TIGTA report states. Roughly 74 percent
of the IRS’ enforcement revenue was collected within the agency’s Collection notice stream and the Automated Collection
System (ACS).

While the IRS is poised to continue increasing its reliance on automated systems to squeeze more tax dollars from
taxpayers, it’s also looking to hire another 3,700 tax enforcers as it spends an extra $46 billion of the recent $80 billion (later
reduced to $60 billion via debt ceiling negotiations) funding boost on enforcement."

So to recap, the IRS collects most of that 72 Billion from automated collection systems but spends billions for agents to squeeze
the balance out of Americans, next year an extra 46 Billion worth of expenses.

It's likely the IRS is spending almost a dollar to collect a dollar but instead of just leaving Americans alone with the money they
labored for, they'd rather beat them out of pennies in net collections after expenses. 

Only in a country set up to fleece it's citizens do you find this sort of crazy logic. Get rid of this agency. 

chubbar





4 Reply

1 week ago

....in a country set up to fleece...

Seems more to me set up to micro manage but maybe they are two sides of the same coin?

 

JamesBond





3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

It used to be redistributing the wealth of the productive to those non-productive citizens. Today it is wealth redistribution
from the productive to government leaches and oppressors as well as the unproductive AND illegals imported to man their
new brownshirt domestic military.

We may as well be working as slave labor in their munitions plants empowering them to ever greater heights of oppression.

There was always contempt for the working man but it was subdued because they needed us.

Today we near that point where our only usefulness will be as a population that can be used to destroy itself, and if done to
profit them, it is a win/win.

Oldwood





7 Reply

1 week ago

If they can print unlimited money, why tax?

End the Fed.

End the IRS.

liberty2





7 Reply

1 week ago

"Republicans intend to hold Mr. Werfel’s feet to the fire if the $400,000 tax audit pledge is broken". Nobody in the government
ever has their feet held to the fire. Joke

Fugitivefrominjustice





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

Especially no one with a last name like ***Werfel***
StuffyourVAXX





7 Reply

1 week ago

Rather than bitching and moaning about the low-hanging fruit called the IRS, which gets you nowhere...

I suggest focusing on the most important and powerful body of governance ever designed, called the US Congress.

Cabreado





3 Reply

1 week ago

It's an administrative branch of the corporate government structure operating separately from the common law.
Goldencrapshoot





7 Reply

1 week ago

The people need all that money and we could decide what programs we want to fund and do almost everything else ourselves. I
know we dont need health departments. Or three letter agencies. 

Silver Savior





7 Reply

1 week ago

They need another $200B for Ukraine
You_Cant_Quit_Me





7 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Yet the deficit continues to rise. So much for the Ivy League PhD economists that told us it was OK to take on debt because we
would grow our way out of it. We have been growing but our borrowing keeps growing faster. Maybe the government should ban
the use of Ivy League economists!

Dizbo





7 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

When there’s been 15% inflation in 2.5 years, $59bn  to $72bn is not that impressive. This is an agency that constantly sandbags
people 

Catullus





2 Reply

1 week ago

"15% inflation in 2.5 years"

(laugh)  dude.  in nov2022 alone everything went up .3 in one month.

flykiller





7 2 Reply

1 week ago

I'm a broke dead dick, so I never have to pay federal taxes. I'd hate to have the IRS after my ass. That must be miserable.
dirty sam





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

The best disguise possible.
GreatUncle





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

The two most audited groups of people are people who pay $0 in taxes, and those who earn $400k/yr-$1m/ yr.  The
government stops once you earn enough since they know you can afford to fight them, but doesn’t trust people paying zero
and know people paying $0 can’t fight 

HardMoney





6 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

.
btrp





1 Reply

1 week ago

If CONgress can’t be responsible with our money then we shouldn’t give a red cent until they do!  
liberty2





Reply

1 week ago

$4.9 was to pay interest on the existing debt.
BingoBoggins





6 Reply

1 week ago

The next time someone tells you that you're "free," remind them that you've never been free, and that you've never consented to
being a slave, but you are, and of you refuse to pay, they'll kill you if you refuse to go to jail. 

In fact, they'll kill you of you refuse to do anything they say, no matter how mundane... thatvis what many people define as
"freedom." They need to be called on it. 

CheddarBobtheSecond





6 Reply

1 week ago

The beast grows and they pretend it pays for itself. They don't care about the taxes received, only that more is being spent and
more govt workers added to the bloat. Rates, inflation, and low money supply help drive the middle class to the streets and onto
the teat. The cheese must flow.

poor fella





6 Reply

1 week ago

Why even collect taxes, they just print more money out of thin air anyway?
Norsky





6 Reply

1 week ago

Because it’s not the money they need, it’s your soul. 
Armed Resistance





4 Reply

1 week ago

They don't want you retiring anytime soon. Get back in your wage cage.
SausageWizard





6 Reply

1 week ago

Repeal the 16th Amendment.
blackbolt





5 Reply

1 week ago

Repeal the 17th Amendment.
Caligula Collins





4 Reply

1 week ago

Never properly ratified, read The Law that Never was by Red Beckman.
Goldencrapshoot





Reply

1 week ago

Bill Benson 
markovchainey





7 Reply

1 week ago

And it's still not enough.
Caligula Collins





7 Reply

1 week ago

All of a sudden I feel the need to look at silver and gold coins for sale.
Silver Savior





2 Reply

1 week ago

Better late then never I suppose.
Hugh Mungus





2 Reply

1 week ago

Well not actually late been at it since 2013.
Silver Savior





Reply

1 week ago

You should have looked into and done that long ago.
DependsOnJoe





2 2 Reply

1 week ago

Go BTC instead if you want to beat inflation and then some on top
Solarstone 2.0





5 Reply

1 week ago

It's spent on good things only, like eavesdropping, weapons, illegal immigrants, Ukraine, Israel, 1000 military bases, green energy
projects, bioweapons research, and salaries for federal employees.

MrBoompi





5 Reply

1 week ago

Im starting to really hate the US.
rsnoble





Reply

1 week ago

Slow learner
Boy from Brazil





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

Funny how China joe uses dozens of shell corporations to hide his dealings with Hunter and foreign governments and the Justice
Dept and the IRS refuses to investigate or charge him with crimes....  You make a mistake on your taxes and owe another $20
they might just have to break down your door at 2:00 am and teach you a lesson...

Aubiekong





Reply

1 week ago

You voted for him
Boy from Brazil





5 2 Reply

1 week ago

Comical how your average Merikunt still thinks that he lives in freedumb.
Onomatopalmetto





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

The problem is that most don’t know what actual freedom is.
Big Sexy





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

The problem is that most are as dumb as stump, are getting dumber, and are "proud" of that fact.
Kforchrist





5 Reply

1 week ago

I was watching Martin Armstrong on Greg Hunter the other night. On this topic of taxes, he states the reason for the CBDC is to
collect 35% more in taxes. 

Control of course is the other reason it is the central bank empire wet dream mark of the beast stuff. 

 Armstrong believes the CBDC will fail and America will see the other side by 2028. I agree, but 1/3 of the people will perish
between famine, plague, war, death - the four horsemen. 

 Wife and I got notice today her Dental Dental data was compromised by MOVEit. SS numbers, dental records, address, names,
email, phones. Freeze your credit and print out your asset ownership records. 

All the data has been stolen up and next year 2025 all assets and money tolkenized. Make sure you have hard copies of asset
ownership. 

 

Raging Debate





5 Reply

1 week ago

they'll be wanting more and more... that's their job.

we need to do a lot of firing, thin some ranks, clean house.

get rid of debt-based currency. no need for income tax. our nation's wealth backs our currency instead of borrowing it from some
banksters who have the monopoly on creating it from thin air.

 

fbazzrea

  IRS... to squeeze more tax dollars from taxpayers... hire another 3,700 tax enforcers... spends...
$46 billion... boost enforcement.





5 4 Reply

1 week ago

Even with all these enforcement strategies, Americans still pay a fraction of what they should be paying based on spending.

And, as usual, the rich pay the vast majority of all federal taxes (despite all the yapping from Zero Hedge poor boys).

:-)

 

 

didiefeee





5 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

If you have wars the taxpayer pays.

louie1





5 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Or inflation or in this case both.
Craterdonk





1 week ago

Refunds, Transfers, and Expenses of

Operation, Puerto Rico Enacted/requested U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)

acts as Puerto Rico's sole customs service. CBP and the Homeland Security

Investigation (HSI) directorate of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) also perform investigative law enforcement
activities under statute, 48 U.S.C. 1469c. This secondary statute provides any U.S. government agency or instrumentality the
authority to provide additional services to Puerto Rico, at the Government of Puerto Rico's

behest, on a reimbursable basis. Collections in Puerto Rico, less the costs of collecting duties and taxes, are transferred to Puerto
Rico's Treasury (Hacienda) to be expended

as required by law for the Government of Puerto Rico.Special and Trust Fund

Receipts(in millions of dollars)Identification code 070–5687–0–2–8062014 actual2015

est.2016 est.0100Balance, start of year577Receipts:0200Deposits, Duties, and Taxes,

Tunga



5 Reply

est.2016 est.0100Balance, start of year577Receipts:0200Deposits, Duties, and Taxes,

Puerto Rico18098990400Total: Balances and collections185105106

 

Excerpt from Secret Obama DHS OMB budget from 2015 whitehouse.gov website. 

 
This is what it looks like when you multiply the total appropriated 
 18098990400 X’s 1 million = $18,098,990,400,000,000,000,000,000,000. 

 
So no need to worry the Treasury in San Juan isn’t going to run out of money anytime soon.

 
The problem is; how can the government declare a loss when it invents its money from thin air? 
 
 





2 Reply

1 week ago

The semi secret PR Trust.
Goldencrapshoot





5 Reply

1 week ago

It's all about squeezing the little guys or they'd have hired lawyers instead.
True Blue





5 Reply

1 week ago

Imagine trying to argue with an "automated collection activity", which will undoubtedly be serviced by incompetent "customer
service" reps.  

This is all just great. Americans have way less money, and the government is taking way more of it. 

whiskerino





4 Reply

1 week ago

Exactly how it works.
Goldencrapshoot





5 Reply

1 week ago

What does the govt do with all this money? I recently did a 2000 mile road trip. Half the rest areas were closed down. It used to
be when you did a road trip you could count on these rest area for a bio break. That’s no longer true. You get to the rest area only
to find it closed down

You_Cant_Quit_Me





6 Reply

1 week ago

Another trillion and we'll open the restrooms, but bring your own TP.
Hugh Mungus





1 Reply

1 week ago

Pay the deficit.
Craterdonk





1 Reply

1 week ago

aren't those run by states, man?
rockinrole





5 Reply

1 week ago

But the feds will spend $7 trillion easily on that 5 that came in. Make government bigger again aka Bidenomics is working!!!
Rshasta1980





5 Reply

1 week ago

This doesn't bode well for tax season.

They really tried to ass rape me last year.

toady





5 Reply

1 week ago

Print mo for 

🇺🇦

 
ChargingHandle





5 Reply

1 week ago

Subtle, but did you catch that?

Republicans voted for billions more to the IRS budget ~

It was a compromise don't you know....

JamesBond





4 2 Reply

1 week ago

Talk about an institutionalized mafia racket!!!!  You can be assured, at least $7.4 billion of the money, that the 87,000 IRS tax
enforcers will collect from you, will go to pay their salaries.  Has anyone got some unused Hamas missiles or Iranian drones for
sale????  Let's see how willing the "agency’s growing army of tax enforcers" are prepared to fight. .  

Chief Joesph





2 Reply

1 week ago

Will you be participating in the 2024 voting charade?
JamesBond





5 Reply

1 week ago

These assholes has sent me ~5 CPXXXX notices this year - all with demands and no explanations. If I hadn't paid, they'd assess
fines/penalties and interest.

I've paid and been refunded for every single notice. CPA has no idea what they are, and the IRS is impossible to get a hold of. 

If you don't pay thousands a year for tax prep, you're fucked by the IRS. 

The proles are the last ones for them to fleece, and after that, there is no one left to rob from.

jomama





6 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Yep, took me two years and dozens and dozens of CPXXX letters to straighten out a tax issue. Every letter came from a
different regional IRS office. Of course you cannot get them on the phone. I sent multiple letters, just so I had a record but by
the time they would respond, I would get another letter from a different regional IRS office. Pure insanity, I hate these tyrants.
And yes I paid accountants a lot of money, and still got screwed with interest and penalties.

 

AngryWolverine





3 Reply

1 week ago

The IRS hires sociopaths who enjoy others suffering..
Quid Pro Joe





4 Reply

1 week ago

We need to fund 80,000 armed individuals who will enforce spending constraints on congress.  
Saba999





4 1 Reply

1 week ago

Maybe take aim at the IRS simultaneously.

 

AngryWolverine





4 Reply

1 week ago

In large part to all of the early withdrawn retirement accounts to make due during this shitfest of an economy.
Ruby Earring





5 Reply

1 week ago

Anything paid to the IRS is money ill-spent.  Get all these spendthrifts out of the government and on the street where they belong.
Zork





4 Reply

1 week ago

  If a government bureaucrats lips are moving, you know they are lying. 
Badoobedoo





4 Reply

1 week ago

What a damn disgrace to hard working Americans, trying to survive these tyrants horrific policies..
Ring_Of_Fire





4 Reply

1 week ago

Elizebeth Warren screams TAX THE RICH feel free to write an extra Check Mrs. Warren.
Bill of Rights





4 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

And how much of that will be going to pay off the deficit?

wdw001





Reply

1 week ago

All federal income tax goes towards the deficit. 
Goldencrapshoot





Reply

1 week ago

You sure about that?
WatchOutForThatTree





Reply

1 week ago

Yes, Reagan formed the Grace Commission to find out where your income taxes go, 100% to the deficit.
Goldencrapshoot





2 Reply

1 week ago

OK, I trust it then...
WatchOutForThatTree





1

1 week ago

It's the best I could do even from the 80s. Of course RR got shot later.
Goldencrapshoot





4 Reply

1 week ago

And how much of that will be going to pay off  Zelensky? 

Fixed it

Bill of Rights





3 1 Reply

1 week ago

About 1/3 of what will go to Israel, maybe...
WatchOutForThatTree





4 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Merry Christmas from .gov

Oh and eat a shriveled turd sandwich.

Sincerely,

   The Fed

P.S. Don't forget to get your boosters!

Craterdonk





4 Reply

1 week ago

IRS shakes down the political opposition 

Whats new ?

Wodan 1785 USA





4 1 Reply

1 week ago

The Fed pays no taxes.
Goldencrapshoot





4 1 Reply

1 week ago

I'm sure FJB and Hunter had to pay up.
Goldencrapshoot





1 Reply

1 week ago

You're the only one who's sure!
DependsOnJoe





4 Reply

1 week ago

And yet I haven’t seen too much gratitude from Israel for all the U.S. taxpayer money being sent there. I’m sure they are grateful
but just don’t say it too much.

Non tribal





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

They get the fresh crisp bills right off the press and then we get the privilege of paying the deficit with our tax money. 
Craterdonk





Reply

1 week ago

That's Ukraine you're referring to.
DependsOnJoe





1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Everyone but us. We just pick up the tab.
Craterdonk





3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Spending, though, is almost $6.2 trillion annually. It also depends on who you believe, but it seems we're about $1.8 trillion short
annually, adding in the $4.9 trillion, which is a lot in interest payments. 

https://usdebtclock.org/

zorrosgato





3 Reply

1 week ago

America is too far gone to fix this. Just leave quietly.
Pleasedontbanme





3 Reply

1 week ago

Politicians control this cluster fu3k.

Stop voting for incumbents.  

JamesBond





4 Reply

1 week ago

Just stop voting all together and go feral.
gunsfromthegrave





3 Reply

1 week ago

If I earn $10 million every year and I submit a return showing $300,000 income, does this mean I am no more likely to be audited,
since I'm under the $400,000 high income limit?

super elite





1 Reply

1 week ago

AI will sniff that 3hit out in a millisecond.  
JamesBond





Reply

1 week ago

Maybe we can use AI to help hide the windfall, with legal tax avoidance, tax breaks and creative financing; two can play
at this game.

liberty2





3 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

.
MonkeysPaw





2 Reply

1 week ago

20+ MILLION have "snuck" in in the past 5 years alone.
Kforchrist





1 Reply

1 week ago

Millions will remit via Western Union or MoneyGram back home to Mexico or what have you.
liberty2





1 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

.
MonkeysPaw





1 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

.
MonkeysPaw





1 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

.
MonkeysPaw





3 Reply

1 week ago

Taxpayers can clog the system by filing endless amendments even though the tax liability isn’t changed. Instead of rounding
numbers up to the nearest dollar, round it down. That few cents then triggers an audit but the end result is no change in tax
liability 

You_Cant_Quit_Me





3 Reply

1 week ago

I got news for the GOP: 87,000 armed IRS agents are not interested in the home office deduction. 
Of course, they know that too. 

All aboard the tyranny train!

Elessar





3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

The perfect IRS target - those making less than 250K per year..  They make enough the IRS can squeeze another 60K from them
and they will pay...  They cant defend themselves in a lengthy or never ending trial because they run out of money and they cant
afford to hire tax attorneys and accountants to defend them and keep them out of trouble....

Aubiekong





3 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"The IRS collected $72 billion in revenue from its enforcement activities in FY 2022, not far below the record-setting $75 billion in
FY 2021"

So the extra agents and automation made the revenue from enforcement activities drop by $3B?  Nice Work!

SkinnyDoogan





3 2 Reply

1 week ago

IRS needs to tax the $200 Billion USA taxpayer money to Ukraine to protect ukie border.

IRS needs to tax the $15 billion USA taxpayer money to Israel to protect border for freedom and democracy.

USA taxpayers are generous.

bestuser225





3 Reply

1 week ago

"Audits" is just one thorny issue. They don't need audits, they just send you an extra bill and what are you gonna do?
Known Fact





3 Reply

1 week ago

Sounds like they're "squeezing 'em till the pips squeak".
Tom of the Woods





3 Reply

1 week ago

Automated theft!

Now what would really be interesting is if we could get AI to crawl up the asses of all the people who are responsible for this...
before they stand in front of a firing squad, of course...

WatchOutForThatTree







3 5 Reply

1 week ago

They never bothered me. I pay my fair share every year, on time. 
cbxer55





7 Reply

1 week ago

Your share will never be fair or enough.
Goldencrapshoot





4 Reply

1 week ago

Fair? So the 53% that have never paid anything, at all, paid their fair share? IDK if you're being sarcastic, but I hope so. If
not, you're stupid. 

Indelible Scars





3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

I wanna see every Demsheviks taxes. I want to see how much they actually produced not grafted.
notfeelinthebern





3 1 Reply

1 week agoAhmeexnal

CLOWNTON GLOBAL INITIATIVE STILL A TAX EXEMPT NGO.





3 Reply

1 week ago

uh....what?

they pulled in 790B in additional taxes and only 10% of that was from increased enforcement revenue, not a "large part."

basically they fucking RAISED TAXES substantially

rockinrole





4 4 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Ahhh. You touched on the forbidden secret.

Trump's "Tax Cut" was actually a tax increase...., on the middle class.

ScanThisNews





3 Reply

1 week ago

So it collected $4.900 trillion, including  $72 billion from its enforcement acticities. So without the enforcdement acticities it would
have collected $4.828 trillion. Whoopie! How much did Dot Gov spend? And what was the deficit?

renovate7





9 Reply

1 week ago

They have proven that taxation is simply a tool of control or oppression that also provides some legitimacy to their debt.

If they stopped collecting taxes there would be no illusion that the dollar is real money. 

Oldwood





3 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

As a regular on "China Observer" on YouTube, I have to wonder how much this has to do with the decline in the Chinese
economy.  These elite geniuses took all our manufacturing to China and now those assets aren't performing.  What's a crook to
do?

SirBarksAlot





1 Reply

1 week ago

"what's a crook to do?"

(retire).  and wait a few generations until the next nation of suckers comes along.

flykiller





3 Reply

1 week ago

The IRS loves buttcoin HODLers much more than tulip growers.

🌷

DependsOnJoe





3 Reply

1 week ago

Unless you're Hunter.
Blue Dingo





3 Reply

1 week ago

Small businesses using their resale license to buy personal goods beware.  It’s about freaking time.  
Ben A Drill





2 Reply

1 week ago

Someone has to pay for all dem migrants, I mean new democrat voters.

Keep slaving away, fools.

morongobill





2 Reply

1 week ago

““A little while ago, you said you had control of the IRS,” Ms. Foxx said. “So we’ll come back to you with that,” she added,
suggesting that Republicans intend to hold Mr. Werfel’s feet to the fire if the $400,000 tax audit pledge is broken.”

This would never happen.  Republicans are cowards 

hethen437





2 Reply

1 week ago

They are Co-conspirators and will NEVER risk their lifestyles for the good of the Country or us.
MoralsAreEssential





2 Reply

1 week ago

Wonder why A.I. is such an importance technology for the G?  

You ain't seen nuthin' yet friends. 

Your employer will simply input your earnings to the G in your "IRS Account"  The G costs will be automatically deducted and
only then, will your "net" pay be made available to you in the form of "digital currency".   Why digital currency?  What you spend it
on can be easily controlled by AI and even suspended if you insist on attempting to spend on the "wrong" things and ideas as
defined by....the IRS or whomever is controlling the IRS. 

Far fetched?   Did you try donating to the Canadian Trucker's strike and did you see what the Canadian banks did to YOUR (??)
money in THEIR bank accounts.  Or maybe US banks closing the bank accounts of businesses or people THEY don't like or
agree with?     Or did you already forget about those little events. 

The canaries are dying all throughout the mine.  Better take notice before its too late.

 

Alien 851





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

There is NO place for an entity such as the IRS in a free nation, nor is there any place for the Federal Reserve in a free market!

Our nation was sold out in 1913, with the fraudulent passage of the 16th Amendment, which was NEVER properly ratified and
needs to be immediately repealed, after a thorough and exhaustive audit,to reveal the corruption, as it is unconstitutional and
illegal!

Josey Yahoo





1 Reply

1 week ago

It was earlier sold out by Lincoln borrowing from foreign banksters to fund the Civil War.  The aftermath was every citizen
born was registered on a Birth Certificate as CHATTEL to GB for those loans.  At birth a price is assigned to you and you are
traded on an elite stock market.  

MoralsAreEssential





2 Reply

1 week ago

When one considers sales tax and the taxes priced into goods, the actual tax rate is probably higher than 90%.
TQRock





2 Reply

1 week ago

The government which governs least.

Governs Best 

Kasia





2 Reply

1 week ago

And they'll probably mismanage those recovered trillions just as corruptly/incompetently as the US govt has mismanaged the rest
of the fiat ponzi dollar finances of the nation.

 

Gab Timov





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Punish the people driving the economy while your debt increase by almost 2.24 trillion dollars. 

Great success. 

TheTruthisSomewhere





2 Reply

1 week ago

Kalergi plan does not come cheap.
Arielle





2 Reply

1 week ago

Our massive Nanny Socialist-Crony Corporatist Police State isn't cheap to run.
moonmac





2 Reply

1 week ago

What a soul sucking job 
kscubfan





2 Reply

1 week ago

I filed State National. Suck my balls.
Anarchyteez





2 Reply

1 week ago

Did Ashley and Hunter contribute their share?
Stocks33





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

A pledge from the IRS or any government agency is worth about jack shit. If it's legal for them to do it they will exploit it fully if it's
illegal they will do it anyway and hide it poorly.

gunsfromthegrave





2 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

How do you win?  You cant so instead  dont play... Live below the tax threshold...

Reduce your income to below tax levels... An article from Bankrate explains how to earn $116,950 tax free...

"The big thing to know, however, is that you can recognize as much as $89,250 in qualified investment income as a married
couple and pay no income. Tack on another $27,700 in income that is tax-free from a standard deduction, and you can escape
income tax on at least $116,950."  Bankrate "How to make $100,000 or more and pay no income taxes"

Aubiekong





Reply

1 week ago

Pay cash for services when ever possible. The recipient will make better decisions on how to spend the money than the
federal govt will ever make. I always tip in cash I am under no obligation to report this cash transaction

You_Cant_Quit_Me





Reply

1 week ago

Stop voting for incumbents.   
JamesBond





2 Reply

1 week ago

Audit away.  You won't find anything, so knock yourself out, IRS.
RedBaron616





2 Reply

1 week ago

Any IRS agent who doesn't know by now that his job is almost obsolete due to AI and CBDC must be mad.  Time to put that
accounting schooling to other skills like being stone cold killer.  

It will pay about $120,000.  AI will call and give you the name and the address of someone who didn't pay their taxes.  Your
mission, (you have no choice to not accept the mission) is to evacuate the household from the premises.   

quid pro quo world





2 Reply

1 week ago

What would we all do if we couldn't go online and vent our grievances? 
Craterdonk





2 Reply

1 week ago

This was asked 60 years ago:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFzlm9wQ4MI

quid pro quo world





2 Reply

1 week ago

All that's left now is them physically raping people. Oh wait they're already doing that. 
Craterdonk





2 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

It is really going to be fun when they start making wild claims against crypto holdings.

joego1





2 Reply

1 week ago

Yeah, but what am I paying taxes for?

Where is my auto-generated return for federal services and laws not being enforced? 

GiantLdaV





2 2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

You will not find this information on a regular Google search because Google is CIA.

You must always include search YouTube. 

MILLIONS of Americans will be asked by the IRS to pay back their stimulus checks.

There have been three rounds of the $1,400 stimulus checks sent out to Americans so far this year

https://www.the-sun.com/money/3878246/stimulus-checks-irs-pay-back-tax-returns/

However, some Americans have now been sent letters telling them that they need to pay up as they have a balance due with the
IRS.

The IRS has the power to review tax returns and correct any errors they find.

The IRS has made around nine million corrections to tax returns this year - with most of these related to people who claimed
missing stimulus checks.

The corrections have resulted in the IRS sending letters out telling people they owe money, CNBC reported.

When you do a search you must search YouTube Google which is CIA blocks finding this information. 

 

The IRS has been sending letters this month telling some Americans they need to pay back their stimulus

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=4cgb3_oL9dA

Bradley1234





3 Reply

1 week ago

You do know that Google owns YouTube, right? 
30piecesofsilver





2 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Yep, (subsidiary) of Google but my point is they know people aren't going to end the search term with YouTube. 

IRS demands senior citizens repay stimulus YouTube 

If you don't put in YouTube it won't come up. 

 

Bradley1234





2 Reply

1 week ago

I'm sure the folks at Congress would also like to add.... Lick our wrinkled old nut sacks and withered old cvnts. 
Craterdonk





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

The President is also not required. 
Goldencrapshoot





2 Reply

1 week ago

My boss didn’t pay sh*t 
Rich Stoehner





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Hey look there's more tents. 
Craterdonk





2 3 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

that one is a small business startup

Ghоst





1 Reply

1 week ago

That's a bold statement.
Hugh Mungus





Reply

1 week ago

You could buy Chinese containers with 

millions of tents and become a millionaire 

overnite with our communist governments 

blessing 

Wodan 1785 USA





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

Every person who got a Covid loan and then had the loan forgiven should be audited for liar loan applications submitted. I know
of two contractors who scored new upgraded pickup trucks

You_Cant_Quit_Me





4 Reply

1 week ago

Get the Taliban $$$ back first.

Then Israel.

THEN we can talk about Americans.

Hugh Mungus





2 Reply

1 week ago

Gotta fund the war machine somehow. Someone will challenge automation gone wild, that's for sure.

With computers being always unreliable, automation will cause first shock and then resistance. It won't happen overnight, but it
will happen. 

uhland62





2 Reply

1 week ago

AI is very good at shifting through data.

Online data that is.  And what you post on the internet stays there for it to scan.

Your post of making a Bitcoin killing on ZH will be caught up in that net and found true or false.

 

JamesBond





Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Then they come over to your house with two big guys dressed in black and a pair of plyers.  They put you in a chair and
start on your back teeth, the ones with gold fillings in them.

SirBarksAlot





2 7 Reply

1 week ago

Epoch Times again?
redking







2 7 Reply



6 1 Reply

1 week ago

Great post. We're refreshed and challenged by your witty remarks.
Portland Poop Crisis





3 Reply

1 week ago

skipped the entire article again?
The 3rd Dimentia





3 Reply

1 week ago

Yes
secretargentman





2 3 Reply

1 week ago

ccp
Dog Money





1 Reply

1 week ago

Ok Pepe.  Christmas is over.  You can put the laptop down and cry yourself to sleep npw.
brunski60





2 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Epoch Times is fake MAGA fake conservative run by China.
Rshasta1980





1 Reply

1 week ago

Reading is hard for the mentally challenged. 
Set The Edge




2 Reply

1 week ago

You can’t need moar and call call it moar .  
Cloudcrusher





1 Reply

6 days ago

"If money is wanted by rulers (Public servants)
 who have in any manner oppressed The People,
 they may retain it until their Grievances are
 Redressed, and thus peaceable procure relief,
 without trusting to despised petitions or
 disturbing the Public tranquility."

 Journals of the Continental Congress,
 1:105-113

 From an 8-page Official Act Passed Unanimously 
 by the Founders in 1774

"The People...Are The Only Sure Reliance For The Preservation Of Our Liberty." - Thomas Jefferson

The First Amendment Petitions for Redress of Grievances Have ALL Been Ignored By the servants "within" Our Government: 

UN-Constitutional Money-and-Monetary-Policy (There is NO Constitutional authority to create a debt-based, fiat currency.)

UN-Constitutional Public-Debt (Public "debt" incurred to pay for UN-Constitutional activities is by Law, Null & Void)

UN-Constitutional Federal-Reserve-System (The privately-owned Federal Reserve banks have NO Constitutional authority to
create Our money, control its supply, or to fix interest rates.)

UN-Constitutional Bailouts-of-Corporations-And-Foreign-Countries (It's UN-Constitutional to use Public funds for private uses or
for Foreign governments)

UN-Constitutional War-Powers (The Iraq and Afghan wars are NOT authorized as mandated by the Constitution)

UN-Constitutional Public-Education (States have failed to provide instruction on Civic Duties and Critical U.S. History)

UN-Constitutional Public-Elections and to ban all voting machines. (Your votes are recorded and counted in secret by e-
voting/counting machines)  

UN-Constitutional Healthcare (The individual mandate violates the Tax Clauses of The Constitution)

WE
THE 
PEOPLE 
FOUNDATION
DOT 
ORG

In January 2008 the U.S. Supreme Court Committed Treason by abdicating its Duty to hear an Appeal and letting stand an
erroneous decision from the USDC in DC claiming the U.S. Government has NO obligation to respond to the People or their First
Amendment Petitions for Redress of Grievances - The Accountability Clause.

We, The People believe the Right to Petition Is, In Fact, THE "Capstone" Right Of The Bill of Rights and that its effect is the direct
exercise of Popular Sovereignty -- the First Grand Right of the Founding Documents That Declares government Is the servant of
the People. 

REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES BEFORE TAXES

Especially When The Taxes Are Used
To Compound The Grievances

(No Answers, No Taxes)

"Hold on, my friends, to The Constitution and The
Republic for which it stands.  Miracles do not cluster,
and what has happened once in 6,000 years,
may not happen again. Hold on to The Constitution,
for if the American Constitution should fail,
there will be anarchy throughout the World."

Daniel Webster

ajax27





1 Reply

1 week ago

Its really 3.9 trillion. You owe $1 trillion in interest debt due.
3.14159





1 Reply

1 week ago

So - a little over 90% of the taxes collected are "automated" collections.  That means that the entire budget of the IRS is required
to collect that extra 10% through audits and confiscations.

Question - is the 10% the IRS recovers this way greater than the entire IRS budget costs? 

By my math it does not - so then what is the purpose of having the IRS at all then?

 

sgpbulion





1 Reply

1 week ago

Modern Monetary Theory ...print money like crazy and skim off the inflation that inevitably follows with high taxes. 
joevil





1 3 Reply

1 week ago

Ronald Reagan The Big Taxer: https://rumble.com/v43dkph-ronald-reagan-the-big-taxer.html
yooper1





9 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

.
btrp





4 Reply

1 week ago

Notice all Demorats raise taxes and feel good about it every time!
liberty2





1 Reply

1 week ago

125 years ago the bankers wanted a peoples' gold (the only real money). They fought back.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=thz3DQQNjTw&ab_channel=TinusleRoux

SaunaTales





1 Reply

1 week ago

When you actually dive into the law and begin to understand the jurisdiction you claim and occupy, it is a most freeing revelation.
 

Armed Resistance





1 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

I want to be free tell me more.

joego1





Reply

1 week ago

You live outside of a Federal district and do not carry on a direct business with them. 
Goldencrapshoot





1 2 Reply

1 week ago

When you do a search you must search YouTube Google which is CIA blocks finding this information. 

 

The IRS has been sending letters this month telling some Americans they need to pay back their stimulus

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=4cgb3_oL9dA

 

 

 

Bradley1234





Reply

1 week ago

Try not getting your news from utube. 
Lightening





1 Reply

1 week ago

How many of the collected $ came from hunter and the rest of the criminal bidens?
Verisoft





1 Reply

1 week ago

Just tweakin Hitlers hyperinflationary mistakes. Rip middle class. 
cocoa2000
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Wealthy is anybody UNDER $400k?  
DickJones
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1 week ago (Edited)

4.9 trillion? Good grief. Guess that's part of the plan to pay the ever growing deficit on the national debt. The ruling class loot the
treasury, devalue your money and then tax tax tax ya. 

Craterdonk
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I have no problem chipping in for some .gov  I like paved roads and....

The .gov people should kick in as well

 

Dog Money
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The income tax is an excise tax on the pay of federal employees. When you sign a W-4 you become a federal employee. 
Tunga
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Funny how TIGTA neglects to mention where that 4 plus trillion dollars goes. Not his responsibility apparently. 
Tunga
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According to sources on alternative media it goes to the British royal family and the Vatican.

SirBarksAlot
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Up until the CARES Act was signed it went into an account in the northern Marianas where the interest would be used
to pay down the national debt by the IMF. 

 

But since the CARES act extended the taxing powers into San Juan it set up a situation where the Treasury secretary
had to collect internal revenue from himself! 
 
This is a conundrum of profound importance and was the reason Roosevelt took Puerto Rico in the first place. It
was an offshore account outside federal jurisdiction. 

Tunga
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"Tax the rich", eh Libs?  

Useful idiots are useful.  

Portland Poop Crisis
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Only took 25 years for our slow government waking up to the fact that small businesses will cheat the system anyway possible.
 Their relatives/employees must be shaking in their boots.  

Ben A Drill
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Why did the IRS to take it all from ME!
American2
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no shiiiiiiiiiit!

patrickdaly3160@gmail.com
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https://rumble.com/v41h6dp-angels-the-great-deception-exposed-with-jay-weidner-and-jean-claude-dec-21.html

 

 

Letro
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Not accomplished by the IRS but by computer systems. The forerunner of CBDC systems!
MyOpinion141
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Trump's tax increase for middle class has kicked in.
ScanThisNews
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Yeah, right, and it only took three years!  Brilliant comment, now tell your Mommy to get you another Yoo-hoo and Pizza
Pocket, as all that thinking must have worn you out!

Josey Yahoo
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In the past 23 years, the government distributed 35 trillion dollars to mostly the well-off in America. Yes, all that magically created
money went out there to everyone. Now the government is just taking back, if it's to maintain some sense of normalcy on its fiscal
sustainability. It's what that other government entity-FED is doing with QT, trying to mop up all of the money they created~8
trillion dollars.

maddmexx
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The Fed isn't a government entity, it's a private entity who's name makes the impression that it is a government entity.
Al Cicada
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Do yourself a favor and check who owns the Fed. They are the same people who own the politicians. Dig a little deeper
and you will find that's true.

maddmexx
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Fed a government entity? Are you high?
Boy from Brazil
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I’m more interested in the efficiency ratio of the cost of funding the IRS to tax collected. 
CutTheCable
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Oh its the Brits fault. Start dealing with your f****** corruot military industrial monster and corrupt government. Most of all your
f****** geriatric utterly incompetant hating fake elected president backboneless wimp of a kickback president, a young girl sniffer
and sits most of his days out on a delaware beach. Not to mention a new definition of a WHITE XMAS at the WH with some l*sbo
male sounding scissor sister spewing out daily nonsense that changes by the hour. Only in AMERICA. I bet her housekeeper is an
illegal selling fetenol disguised in a tampon packs. The IRS will probably wanna tax the sh*t out of it. 

SiSops
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https://youtu.be/c5Y25FT7DxE?si=w94U5w27SE8tzAbu
Boy from Brazil
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Our government is squm

Bullish on Humanity
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Sweet job. I'm in! 46 bil / 3700 jobs is $12 mil per year salary. I will be banhammer of The Man for that amount.
WTF_247
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"suggesting that Republicans intend to hold Mr. Werfel’s feet to the fire if the $400,000 tax audit pledge is broken."

Having paid income taxes all my life, I fail to see what the problem is with paying what you are supposed to.  I did.  If the audits
are turning up extra revenue, it's because somebody else ain't, and therefore my taxes might get raised to cover the shortfall.

I'm against that kind of free ride.

QABubba
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Which Federal district do you live in and what business do you do with the Federal Government.?
Goldencrapshoot
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I don't think it should be that hard for you to understand that if someone doesn't pay their fair share, you might have to
take up the slack.  Not rocket science.

As an aside, I worked 38 yrs in the oilfield, the foundation block of the economy.  I've had my rounds with the IRS (they
claimed my wife didn't exist, which took seven years to straighten out) but nevertheless expect others to pay their taxes.

We can't all be trump.

QABubba
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It’s about an overbearing, over zealous government throwing away trillions on endless wars and every imaginable waste and
harm - and then sticking it to the common taxpayer for more, more, more. 

Totallyanonymous
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The government is spending about $1.9 trillion more than it takes in taxes and has been raising taxes through inflation every
year. So there is always a shortfall and the middle class gets screwed.

If you are I spend more than we make in revenue and never pay back in full the banks would eventually send Repo men to

an anointed one
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take back what we purchased. But the govt gets to act like the mob.
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Virginia Foxx was my old Congresscritter (NC 5th). Consistently very conservative, but she's 80, I believe. 

The D's will try to register every collitch student at App State to defeat her. But, the huge population growth west of W-S will more
than negate that. Oh, the older new HS in that area is Reagan. Might be another now farther out, but that whole area is white
flight. 

'Nuf sed. 

lamont cranston
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WS NC here.
Goldencrapshoot
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I dunno, I trust the IRS Commissioner Danny Werfel (Waffle) to be just, honest and even-handed.

https://www.cnn.com/2023/03/09/politics/senate-confirms-daniel-werfel-irs-commissioner/index.html

He seems like a trustworthy fellow.

WorkingClassMan
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how does that effect the gdp print?
BunkerHunt
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On his salary. 
Goldencrapshoot
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Stonks and BTC have gone up bigly. Orange idiot's $8 TRILLION printed went into all assets. No surprise on this record tax
increase

Solarstone 2.0
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Lmao ok retard. 
Bill of Rights
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^^ what one who missed out on said stonks and BTC sounds like. 
Solarstone 2.0
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This is how Rome fell right? 
Silver Savior
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I was in Rome not too long ago, it's still standing.
Hugh Mungus
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Weird. My history teachers are liars then. The nerve!
Silver Savior
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The gelato is excellent.
Hugh Mungus
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Are the women shaving their armpits yet?
Goldencrapshoot
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Death to America.
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Plagiarist!
Hugh Mungus
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